[Magnetic fields evoked by auditory stimuli: a normative study].
After outlining the fundamentals of biomagnetism and their possible clinical applications, the authors report the results of a normative study on auditory magnetic fields performed on 18 normally hearing subjects between the ages of 25 and 30. Having presented a thorough review of the literature, they then describe the recording technique employed, the dcSQUID biomagnetic system for signal detection, the shielded room, the characteristics of the stimulus. The auditory magnetic response is characterized by three main waves (P4Om, N100m, P200m) whose latency and amplitude values were calculated. Moreover, in order to localize dipolar activity, certain parameters, such as P and T, were taken into consideration. Localizations were made using a spherical volume conductor or with MRI, which was in any case employed in all the subjects. The waves, especially the N100m recorded contralaterally to the stimulus, showed a reduced latency and an increased amplitude when compared to those recorded ipsilaterally. Moreover, a systematic posterior shift of the N100m source into the left hemisphere with respect to the right one was detected. In conclusion, the authors emphasize the need to study electric as well as magnetic responses in order to better understand auditory cortical functions.